Please Join Us!

Our next meeting is **August 4th**, 6:30PM to 9:00PM in the Community Room of the Urban Ecology Center at 1500 East Park Place in Milwaukee.

[http://UECPC.org](http://UECPC.org)

*Celebration* by Phyllis Bankier won first place in our July photo challenge (“Broken”).
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Dates to Remember

June 4: Leenhouts Gallery exhibit opens  

Aug 20: UECPC Focus Stacking Workshop  

Sep 10: Leenhouts Gallery exhibit closes  

Sep 10: PSA-Wisconsin chapter outing begins  

Sep 24: WACCO Birds of Prey workshop  

Oct 7: PSA annual conference begins  

UECPC Marketing and Use Policy: For marketing and advertising etc.), the UECPC Club Policy is that permission must be obtained from the photographer prior to use of image(s). In addition, taking images from the website without the photographer's permission is not be allowed. All image

Black Brown Squirrel by Ellen Mann
Photo Challenge for July: “Broken”

One of our third place images was by Priscilla Farrell

Our second place image was by Patricia Munford
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Abandoned Building, one of our third place images was by Ted Tousman

by Diane Rychlinski
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*Broken Tree,*
by Dan Ford

*Broken Tree,*
by Ann Matousek
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*Broken Bread*, by Gary Peel

by Peter Chow
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by John Gray

by Steve Morse
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by Marci Konopa

by John Crowley
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by Susan Allen

Reminder!

Photo Challenge for August: “Springs”

Photo Quote!

“A photograph is a click away. A good photograph is a hundred clicks away and a better one, a thousand clicks away” – Kowtham Kumar K
Night Riders: July

Night Riders met up at the Cafe Hollander on Downer, then to the Urban Ecology Center grounds for shooting.
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First a meet up at the Cheese Cake Factory at Bayshore Mall, then off to local Baseball/Soccer field for the games
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